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D E S I G N  &  S T Y L E

Place Settings 
& Egg Pairings!

A festive Easter tablescape is a won-

derful way to express your creativity! 

Mix in a kaleidoscope of spring colors 

and textures, plus your favorite Easter 

décor items, and you will be amazed at 

how beautiful your table can become. 

Whether you are entertaining family 

and friends in your home, garden, or 

deck while enjoying a casual brunch 

or elegant dinner, I think you will find 

that our collection of festive ideas to 

be winning! For design inspiration, we 

have paired some colorful, decorated 

Easter eggs with our place settings to 

add a little bit more flair!   

Enjoy decorating your table with one of 

our collected designs or let your imag-

ination soar!

BY CHRIS FRANCIN 

Bold & Beautiful!
Bright springtime colors are 
seen in this place setting. 
Paired with metallic and glitter, 
rich-toned eggs, this creation 
makes a bold design statement. 
Rounding out this stunning 
tablescape, purple and blue 
silk flowers share the spotlight.

Key West-Inspired
Hues of plum and lime green, polka 

dots, and more dress up this place 

setting. Pairing it with eggs that 

have been adorned with cheerful 

spring stickers makes this a colorful, 

dynamic, and fun table design.
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An Eye-Catching Event
A crisp white cloth and a flowing lavender 

runner are accented by purple vintage 

glassware.  Accompanied by sweet  

Easter eggs featuring unicorns with long 

eyelashes, this tablescape is perfect for  

a spring brunch!

Nature’s Table
A tall tree centerpiece strikes a 

pose surrounded by festive rabbits. 

Flowers, candy, and pastel tinted eggs 

decorate the middle of the table while 

a turquoise napkin creates the perfect 

coastal place setting.
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Garden 
Brunch
A beautiful gulf-blue-

and-white tablecloth 

becomes the stage for 

an elegant garden place 

setting appointed with 

soft baby pink roses 

and complemented 

with pastel-tinted eggs.

A Black &  
White Occasion

A cute, modern design featured 

with white rabbits is paired with 

black and white gold-laced eggs, 

adding a bit of sophisticated style 

to the place setting.

Egg Design Sources:
TheSpruceCrafts.com/how-to-make-metallic-leaf-easter-eggs-4589716

TwoSistersCrafting.com/glitter-easter-eggs/

RealSimple.com/holidays-entertaining/holidays/dye-easter-eggs

Instructables.com/Dying-Decorating-Easter-Eggs-With-Stickers

CreativeHousewives.com/black-white-easter-eggs-tutorial-video

ChicPursuit.com/easter-egg-idea
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